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The volume, published exclusively in 
English language, was born as a legacy 
and in-depth analysis of the conference 
about Preventive Conservation, held in 
Vatican City in October 2018. The book 
is realized thanks to the donation of the 
Patrons of the Arts in the Vatican Museums. 
On the occasion of the conference, 
museum directors, art historians, 
archaeologists and experts shared 
their own experiences about Preventive 
Conservation and safeguard measures 
used in the most important museums 
in the world, in order to preserve their 
treasures and hand them on intact to future 
generations. 
The book is made up of three main 
sections concerning as many specific 
themes. The first section illustrates the 
peculiar experience of the Vatican 
Museums, their always cutting-edge 
safeguard, promotion and granted 
accessibility of the works of art. The 
second part gathers the contributions of 
the directors of some of the main museums 
in the world, like the London National 
Gallery, the Ermitage and the Louvre, 
to mention but a few: they describe the 
delicate work carried out in the museums 
and the conservative challenges to be 
faced every day. The last section collects 
the reflections of well-known experts, 
sharing their own point of view on 
Preventive Conservation.

2021

Il volume, pubblicato esclusivamente 
in inglese, nasce come eredità e 
approfondimento del convegno sulla 
Conservazione preventiva che si è 
svolto in Vaticano nell’ottobre 2018, ed 
è stato realizzato grazie al contributo 
dei Patrons of the Arts in the Vatican 
Museums. In occasione del convegno, 
direttori di musei, storici dell’arte, 
archeologi e specialisti del settore hanno 
condiviso le proprie esperienze sul 
tema della Conservazione preventiva e 
sulle strategie di salvaguardia messe in 
atto nei principali musei del mondo per 
preservare i propri tesori e trasmetterli, 
intatti, alle generazioni future. Il libro si 
compone di tre sezioni principali che 
affrontano altrettanti specifici temi. La 
prima sezione racconta l’esperienza 
peculiare dei Musei Vaticani, da sempre 
all’avanguardia sul piano della tutela 
e valorizzazione delle opere e della 
loro fruizione da parte del pubblico. 
La seconda raccoglie gli interventi 
dei direttori di alcuni tra i principali 
complessi museali del mondo, dalla 
National Gallery di Londra all’Ermitage 
e al Louvre – solo per citarne alcuni 
–, che raccontano il delicato lavoro 
che si svolge nei musei loro affidati e 
le sfide conservative che ogni giorno 
sono chiamati a fronteggiare. In 
coda, un’ultima sezione, che ospita le 
riflessioni di noti specialisti che hanno 
voluto condividere il proprio punto di 
vista sul tema della Conservazione 
preventiva. 
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How to manage the fragile and at times overex-
posed treasures of humanity of the major muse-
ums attended by millions of visitors every year 
is the question at hand. It is the honour and the 
responsibility of the museum directors to pre-
serve the works entrusted to their care, and this 
was the purpose of the meeting Preventive Con-
servation in Major Museums. Comparing Strat-
egies, held on October 12th, 2018 in the Vatican 
Museums.
Two years have passed since that conference, 
which brought together many illustrious per-
sonalities from the museum world. Although 
the international panorama has changed in this 
era of global pandemic – and so have the mu-
seums – there are many positive aspects high-
lighted by that meeting worth sharing. First of 
all, the shared awareness of the need for an in-
tegrated conservation plan, the many common 
strategies and, finally, a closer relationship of 
friendly collaboration between the major muse-
ums of the world. 
Today, thanks to the support of our Patrons of 
the Arts in the Vatican Museums and of their 
tireless International Director, Fr. Kevin Lixey, 
we can finally publish the interventions of that 
intense day of studies, giving voice to the speak-
ers but also adding the ideas of those who in dif-
ferent ways intervened in the debates. The result 
is this volume which, by addressing the issues in 
a broader way, wants to be an important multi-
voice document. 

Barbara Jatta

Preventive Conservation in major museums 
poses the problem of our relationship with the 
past not only in the, admittedly significant, di-
mension of professionalism and museum prac-
tice, but in a much broader cultural and social 
context, considering museums as a privileged 
laboratory for reflecting on our relationship with 
the past, indeed on the longue durée of history.
There is no contradiction between past and fu-
ture. In fact, they meet on the tormented terrain 
of the present. Because the past is not inert ma-
terial with which to build closed stories of our 
identity, whether true or false: it is a reservoir of 
ideas and experiences to be drawn on as inspi-
ration to leaven and build the future.
This ‘Janus’ gaze’ has to assume greater rele-
vance in the practice and professionalism of 
museum. But it has an even broader ethical and 
political dimension that lies in the recognition 
of the right of future generations to inherit from 
us the legacy which we have inherited from our 
forefathers. Therefore drawing attention to Pre-
ventive Conservation means asserting the role 
and centrality of the museum as a place for re-
flection not only about historical memory, but 
also about the construction of the future.
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The Sistine Chapel

The Sistine Chapel Care and Conservation Plan 
is a commitment we renew convincingly day by 
day. Undoubtedly the environmental studies (be-
gun in 2010 after the detection of some alterations 
on the frescoes) – which led to the planning and 
installation in 2014 of the new climate control, 
pollutant reduction and LED lighting systems, so 
as to prevent risk factors and guarantee the good 
health of the famous frescoes – have been ‘excep-
tional’; but it is equally clear that maintaining the 
perfect efficiency of the systems and the ongoing 
environmental parameters laid down by the Sci-
entific Commission10 is the indispensable condi-
tion for continuing to allow free entry to the high 
number of visitors every day (fig. 3).

With this awareness, the technical analysts of 
the Conservator’s Office are meticulous in their 
daily consultation of the large synoptic network, 
which is capable of simultaneously reading the 

We closely monitor the physical variables which, 
singularly or combined, set off the reactions of 
aging and deterioration in the materials: the ex-
changes of heat and energy, variations in tem-
perature and relative humidity, the concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide and of the main pollutants 
dispersed in the air in the form of gas or dust, 
the levels of lights and ultraviolet radiation8. The 
monitoring is carried out by qualified personnel 
following certified procedures with the use of 
specific and regularly calibrated equipment.

The network consists of more than 120 sensors 
and a great variety of equipment9. The data are 
regularly downloaded, organized into monthly 
charts accompanied by comments and sugges-
tions, and sent to all the relevant departments 
of the Museums (Directorate, Scientific Depart-
ments, Restoration Laboratories, Offices and 
Services). The information is always available in 
digital format for consultation or comparison.

Environmental monitoring, together with week-
ly inspections of the spaces where air condition-
ing systems are in operation, has the purpose of 
reporting possible technical malfunctions and ac-
tivating timely repairs as well as producing useful 
data for devising programmes of preventive con-
servation, restoration or post-restoration, and for 
projects aimed to improving architectural struc-
tures, technological systems or exhibition spaces.

interacting effectively with them – runs the care 
of the exhibition spaces and the storerooms, 
the planning and regular execution of plans for 
maintaining collections, installations and tech-
nological systems (fig. 1). 

Caring for the exhibition spaces

In the full awareness that the work of art is not 
isolated but closely tied to its context, the care 
for artworks begins with the study and analysis 
of their immediate environment. Knowing the 
dynamics which activate the processes of deteri-
oration helps us to tackle the causes directly or 
contain the speed of their effects.

In the Vatican Museums the Conservator’s Of-
fice carries out the thermo-hygrometric and en-
vironmental monitoring, without entrusting the 
service to external companies or third parties. The 
Office monitors the most substantial exhibition 
spaces (halls and galleries), working and study ar-
eas (restoration sites and labs, libraries and pho-
tographic libraries) and storerooms, wherever 
there are works of art made of sensitive materials 
or situations requiring detailed study (fig. 2).

The aim of directly managing our own moni-
toring network over the whole Vatican territory is 
to receive and evaluate data as quickly as possible.

1. A global and integrated conservation strategy

2. The Painting Storeroom. Graph showing thermo-hygrometric conditions in May 2019 

3. The Sistine Chapel on an ‘ordinarily’ crowded day 
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working groups with the widest range of profes-
sionals in order to create settings in the light of 
the best conservation, collaboration on lighting 
projects, the elaboration of strategies aimed at 
lowering the risk threshold and raising the level 
of the quality of the heritage, the sharing of stud-
ies intended to solve specific problems to be con-
fronted together with the Directorate, the scien-
tific Departments and the relevant Laboratories.

Handling and Transport

On the subject of art in transit, the Conservator’s 
Office collaborates with the Exhibition Office 
and all the Departments concerned so as to put 
into action the best procedures for the handling, 
packing and transport of artworks. It attends the 
monthly meetings held by the Directorate to dis-
cuss the requests for loans, provides the environ-
mental parameters to be sent to the host venues, 
and collaborates in drafting the Facility Reports, 
aiming to satisfy every requirement for monitor-
ing and control of the exhibition spaces.

With the objective of reducing as far as pos-
sible the risks connected to transport and han-
dling, in some particular cases we install – and 

An essential point of the whole project is cer-
tainly the programme to digitally archive the re-
sults of the controls. Being accessible online by all 
relevant departments of the Museums, including 
administration and management, it enables the 
Directorate to ascertain the levels of vulnerability 
of the heritage and, if significant problems arise, 
enables the Curators and restoration Laborato-
ries to decide whether to activate emergency pro-
cedures or to act later as part of a more general 
restoration programme.

Unlike in the past, the management of a muse-
um today requires synergy and regular application 
of scientifically established procedures, the em-
ployment of properly trained professionals, veri-
fication of results and secure funding. In the case 
of the Vatican Museums, the allocated resources 
amount to about 0.3% of the annual budget.

The Integrated Regular Maintenance Plan 
has a dual purpose: to put into practice an over-
all surveillance of the heritage and to ensure the 
good condition of the collections and the pre-
cious rooms (fig. 11).

The Conservator’s tasks include the receiv-
ing and updating of documents and guidelines 
for managing the museums, the participation in 

the museum, as well as the alerts to which the 
guards draw our attention.
The daily presence of workers ‘on site’ in the halls 
and galleries and the need to find solutions to 
every problem (technical, scientific or organiza-
tional) fosters a close involvement with the var-
ious structures of the Museums, including those 
devoted to the cleaning of the rooms, the surveil-
lance of the collections, the management of the 
keys, safe working practices and the procedures 
for entering and leaving the Vatican City, mak-
ing everyone appreciate the usefulness of their 
own role and understand the museum’s commit-
ment to safeguarding.

This too is an example of the fact that the 
Planned Conservation of the heritage is never a 
purely technical matter.

The maintenance staff consists of 10 workers 
(6 restorers, 2 decorators, 1 marble-mason, 1 co-
ordinator) who work for six hours each day, five 
days a week, for a total of 47 weeks a year (fig. 10).

Maintenance with practical procedures which 
would include the methodological correctness of 
the intervention, the excellence of the results, the 
documentation of critical situation, the archiving 
of the information gathered over time.

The model includes the Maintenance of the 
precious decorations and floors, which consists of 
touch-ups and minor repairs in the parts of the 
museum most heavily subjected to physical wear 
and tear, and to the small acts of vandalism re-
sulting from intense anthropic pressure. In this 
way we guarantee a coordinated approach to the 
artworks and their context, avoiding episodic or 
uncoordinated interventions.

The quality objectives expected by the Direc-
torate of the Museums are achieved by means of 
programmes coordinated by the Conservator’s 
Office and they take into account the require-
ments of the Curators, the scientific and restora-
tion Laboratories, the organization of events and 
the collateral initiatives which may take place in 

10. Regular maintenance plan 2019. Restorers and decorators at work in the Braccio Nuovo

11. A global and sustainable model of conservation
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age in storerooms after restoration. This is the 
case with the boxes decided on for small objects 
(e.g. metal or ceramic) to protect them while en-
abling them to be easily examined (fig. 15).

Basilicas and archaeological areas 

Outside the Museums, the services of the Office 
are called as required on wherever the Holy See 
is represented and in all places of worship in the 
care and protection of the Institution, inside and 
outside the State16.
On this basis, the Conservator’s Office, in collab-
oration with the Scientific Research Laboratory, 
supports the Departments of Archaeology and 
the managers in charge of the Basilicas, carrying 
out the environmental monitoring of four sites:

• the Necropolis of the Via Triumphalis 
within the Vatican City; 

then manage – devices for monitoring, protec-
tion, and control of vibrations (figs. 12-14).

The museum’s conservation strategy also in-
cludes the adoption of permanent or tempo-
rary display cases (for example, clima-box, cli-
ma-frame) in order to isolate the artworks in a 
passively controlled microenvironment. In this 
way, objects, especially those composed of or-
ganic materials, do not suffer the risks deriving 
from a nearby environment which cannot be suf-
ficiently guaranteed.

The Office is at the disposal of Curators and 
restoration Laboratories for setting up technical 
panels with companies specialising in the con-
struction of such systems, so as to collaborate in 
planning them and ensuring their compliance to 
conservation requirements, always with a view to 
minimal invasiveness14.

The dialogue with the various restoration Lab-
oratories15 has strengthened over time in search 
of the best solutions for guaranteeing a safe stor-

12. May 2019. Handling the panel, 
St Jerome by Leonardo da Vinci, 
following the creation of the new 
climaframe carried out 
in collaboration with 
the company Articolarte

13. On the back of the panel, 
the miniaturised sensor fixed to 
the supporting metal rods is able 
to record the internal values of 
temperature and relative humidity. 
Once the climaframe is closed, 
the data will confirm the perfect 
seal of the system and 
the stabilisation of the internal RH 
at the desired levels (55% ± 1%)

14. The climaframe in its crate, ready for the flight to New York where the painting is expected for the exhibition at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum. The crate is equipped with a system of vibration and shock absorbers. A T/RH and accelerometer sensor placed inside will monitor 
the travelling conditions
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